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Abstract—This article presents an original approach for the analysis of context information in ubiquitous environments. Large volumes of heterogeneous data are now collected, such as location, temperature, etc. This “environmental” context may be enriched by data related to users, e.g., their activities or applications. We propose a unified analysis and correlation of all these dimensions of context in order to measure their impact on user activities. Formal Concept Analysis and association rules are used to discover non-trivial relationships between context elements and activities, which, otherwise, could seem independent. Our goal is to make an optimal use of available data in order to understand user behavior and eventually make recommendations. In this paper, we describe our general methodology for context analysis and we illustrate it on an experiment conducted on real data collected by a capture system. Thanks to this methodology, it is possible to identify correlation between context elements and user applications, making possible to recommend such applications for user in similar situations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Context management consists in collecting, grouping and exploiting context information on behalf of the user. Several challenges currently affect context management, as for example, the analysis of a large data volume to analyze [1][2]. Indeed, the challenge is no longer collecting data, but to explore it efficiently, which depends on the impact of context on user behaviors and actions. This is particularly important for context-aware systems, whose goal is to adapt their behavior to the user’s context. Several questions arise from this scenario: "How can relevant context information be identified?", "In which context is a specific action performed?", "What is the impact of a given context on user’s actions, and what recommendation can be proposed?".

In this work, we propose a methodology for analyzing the impact of context information on the user actions. We focus in particular on user behavior when using mobile devices, such as tablets or smartphones. Our goal is to provide a way to identify context elements that influence user activities, to understand the relation between them, and to construct a knowledge base connecting actions and context situations.

The proposed methodology is based on Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [3][4][5] to cluster context and actions based on their relationships. In conjunction with this analysis, we propose to extract association rules in order to recommend particular actions or applications to the user. Association rules are complementary to FCA as they allow quantifying and materializing the causal links between actions and context elements, but also among actions or context elements themselves. Thus, FCA gathers user actions according to the context under which they have been used in the past, and association rules allow making recommendations of future actions to users in a given context.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work on context management and describes the basic principles of FCA and association rules. Section 3 describes our original methodology to perform our conceptual analysis of context in ubiquitous systems. In Section 4 we present the results from a real field experiment illustrating the methodology. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper and presents the perspectives of our work.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Context in Ubiquitous Computing

Context-awareness stands for the ability of a system to adapt its behavior (operations, services or content) to the current context without explicit user intervention [6][7]. Context-aware systems thus aim at increasing their own usability and effectiveness by taking into account environmental context [6]. Context is a widely concept, as pointed out by Bazire and Brézillon [8] and Coutaz et al. [9]. The most largely accepted definition considers context as any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity (a person, place, or object) that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application [7]. The relevance of context information is central in this definition and determines its possible use in context-aware systems. According to Greenberg [10], several elements may contribute to the notion of context, and their relevance highly depends on specific situations. Every context-aware system has to determine context elements that will be observed according to its own goals. It is indeed impossible to enumerate in advance a full set of context elements that will apply to any system. This represents an important drawback for these systems, since the relevance of a context element indicates whether this information can be used for adaptation purposes.

Although important, relevance of context information did not receive enough attention on the literature, whose focus is on context management and adaptation. Several context management proposals can be found [2][7][11][12][13], most of them considering context elements and their relevance as predefined a priori during design time. The final purpose of these works is most often adaptation [9][14], namely, adaptation of software components [12], adaptation of supplied content or services [14], adaptation of service composition [13], adaptation by recommending a content or an action according to the user’s context [15]. Whatever the purpose of
this adaptation, it is up to the context management infrastructure to offer all the necessary resources for handling and interpreting context information on context-aware systems.

B. Context and recommendation

Recommendation systems are personalization mechanisms that can help users find out interesting information or services [15]. Context-based recommendation systems [16][17] try to recommend context or services to users, based on context information observed during previous uses of the system.

Indeed, context information can be seen as a major criterion for recommendation systems [16]. Nevertheless, the notion of context adopted by traditional recommendation systems is often limited. For instance, Pignotti et al. [16] consider as context only time, user’s location and history of previously invoked services. Other works, such as [17][18][19], propose recommendation mechanisms that are not limited to particular context elements. Najar et al. [17] present a prediction mechanism that intends to anticipate user’s needs, recommending services according to previously observed context elements, organized in clusters. Similarly, Mayrhofer [18] uses recommendation techniques for anticipating context information and to predict the next likely situation of the user, while Sigg et al. [19] suggest to recommend context information in order to fulfill context description with missing elements based on similar previously observed contexts.

Most context-based recommendation systems use statistical methods and similarity measures for data analysis. Typical data analysis techniques adopted on these works include Bayesian Networks [20] and Markov Chains [17][19] models. Although obtained results are interesting, these methods suffer from some drawbacks. First, classification methods often ignore overlapping classes, preventing context elements to belong to multiple classes simultaneously, even if a context element can be observed in different situations. Besides, classes identified by classification methods are not necessarily understood by final users, which may lead to inappropriate recommendations. Finally, these methods usually require large sets of context data, which are not always available.

In this paper, we focus on context relevance, addressing these issues with a methodology for context analysis based on FCA and on association rules. On the one hand, FCA is a data analysis method that is able to group data at different levels of granularity and to organize them in a coherent set of overlapping classes. On the other hand, association rules allow discovering and quantifying relevant relations among observed values. Although well-known in traditional recommendation systems, FCA and association rules extraction algorithms are not fairly applied to context data. To the best of our knowledge, only a few works [21][22] have tried to apply these approaches to context data. Vanrompay et al. [21] use lattices to group common context data into communities of users, while Ramakrishnan et al. [22] combine Bayesian Networks and association rules to discover frequent correlation between context elements (without recommendation purposes). Indeed, applying these approaches to context data presents some challenges, notably related to data collection and formatting due to the dynamic and heterogeneous nature of context data. None of these works [21][22] deals with such challenges, contrarily to our methodology. Before presenting it, the next sections introduce underlying analysis methods.

C. Formal Concept Analysis

FCA [3][4][5] allows performing a conceptual clustering, which helps discovering and structuring knowledge. FCA relies on the lattice theory, which defines a lattice as follows:

**Definition 1:** let $\leq$ be an order relation of a set $E$. $\leq$ defines a total order on $E$ if all its elements may be compared by $\leq$: $\forall x, y \in E^2, x \neq y \Rightarrow (x \leq y \lor y \leq x)$. An order which is not total is partial.

**Definition 2:** a lattice is a partially ordered set $(E, \leq)$ where each pair of elements has an upper and a lower bound. A lattice is complete iff any part $S \subseteq E$ has an upper bound (top) and a lower bound (bottom).

From a binary relation between a set of objects and a set of attributes, a Galois lattice (or concept lattice) builds a hierarchy of clusters called formal concepts [5]. These concepts are built from a table called formal context, which expresses the binary relation between objects and attributes.

**Definition 3:** a binary relation between sets $M$ and $N$ is a set of $(m, n)$ pairs where $m \in M$ and $n \in N$. $(m, n) \in R$, also noted $mRn$, means that the element $m$ is in relation with the element $n$.

**Definition 4:** a formal context is a triple $K = (G, M, I)$, where $G$ and $M$ are respectively the set of objects and the set of attributes and $I \subseteq G \times M$ is a binary relation between $G$ and $M$.

$(o, a) \in I$ means that $a$ is an attribute of object $o$.

Derivation operations $()'$ are defined for $O \subseteq G$ and $A \subseteq M$: $O'=\{a \in M|\forall o \in O: o\,a\}$ and $A'=\{o \in G|\forall a \in A: o\,a\}$. $O'$ is the set of attributes that are common to all objects of $O$ and $A'$ is the set of objects that have all attributes of $A$.

**Definition 5:** a formal concept of context $(G, M, I)$ is a pair $(O, A)$, where $O \subseteq G$ and $A \subseteq M$, $O = A'$ and $A = O'$. The set $O$ is called the extent of concept $(O, A)$ and $A$ is its intent.

**Definition 6:** the set of all formal concepts and the partial order relation between them constitutes a lattice called Galois lattice of context $K$.

A Galois lattice [5] clusters objects into clusters (i.e., formal concepts) according to their common attributes. A lattice also specifies generalization or specialization relationships among these concepts. Indeed, some of them cluster objects with many common attributes (specific concepts) whereas some contain objects that share few attributes (generic concepts). The most generic concept (upper bound) contains all objects in its extent, and the most specific one (lower bound) has all attributes in its intent.

In the methodology presented in Section III, a lattice clusters context elements according to user actions and reciprocally. The relationships between context elements and user actions are indeed made explicit in concepts. This allows identifying actions that occur in similar contexts. It also shows correlations among context elements, which is useful in case of missing data. Moreover, in order to quantify causal relations among them, we combine FCA with association rules, described in the following section.

D. Association Rules

Association rules extraction aims at discovering significant relationships between attributes extracted from databases [23]. Compared to other recommendation techniques, association
rules do not require computing a similarity measure. This is particularly interesting when the context elements and actions are not necessarily comparable, which is our case, since we do not make any assumption about context elements.

An association rule is defined as an implication between two itemsets: \( R: X \Rightarrow Y \), with \( X \subseteq I \), \( Y \subseteq I \) and \( X \cap Y = \emptyset \). The rule \( R \) is said to be based on the frequent itemset \( X U Y \) and the itemsets \( X \) and \( Y \) are called, respectively, premise and conclusion of \( R \).

To check the validity of an association rule \( R \), two measures are commonly used:

- **Support**: the support of rule \( R \), denoted \( \text{support}(R) \) is equal to the frequency of simultaneous occurrences of itemsets \( X \) and \( Y \), i.e., \( \text{support}(X \cup Y) \).
- **Confidence**: it expresses the conditional probability that a transaction contains \( Y \), given that it contains \( X \). The confidence of rule \( R \), denoted \( \text{confidence}(R) \) is measured by the ratio \( \text{confidence}(R) = \frac{\text{support}(X \cup Y)}{\text{support}(X)} \).

The extraction of association rules consists in determining the set of valid rules, i.e., whose support and confidence are at least equal, respectively, to a minimum support threshold \( \text{minsup} \) and a minimum confidence threshold \( \text{minconf} \) set by the user. This problem is decomposed in [24]: (i) extraction of all frequent itemsets with support greater than or equal to \( \text{minsup} \); and (ii) generation of valid association rules (i.e., with confidence greater than or equal to \( \text{minconf} \)) based on the frequent itemsets extracted previously.

We have discussed in this section some related works on context-aware computing, pointing some of its challenges. The relevance and volume of context data that should be analyzed are examples of these challenges, especially for context-based recommendation. Next section presents our methodology that tries to overcome these challenges.

III. METHODOLOGY

We propose a methodology for unified and conceptual analysis of context, based on FCA and association rules. In this methodology, the impact of context elements is studied in two ways: by clustering context elements with FCA, identifying relationships among them, e.g., to detect redundant data or to complete missing data (due to measurement problems); and by extracting association rules to make explicit and to quantify the strength of relations among context elements themselves and between these and user actions. Our methodology is then divided into three steps: 1) collection and formatting of context elements from the user environment; 2) application of FCA and computation of lattices to structure collected context elements; and 3) extraction of association rules for evaluating the impact of context elements on the user actions, for recommendation purposes.

It is worth noting that we focus on discovering user’s usual behavior in order to analyze how context elements influence it and then to propose him/her (or actions) that he/she is more likely to execute in this context. Different from traditional recommendation systems, we are not interested in influencing the user’s choices, but in detecting and reproducing them, similarly to a prediction mechanism.

A. Data Collection and Formatting

1) Collection of Context Elements and User Activities:

The starting point of our methodology is a set of raw data collected by sensors or recorded in log files. This step consists in gathering data related to user activities (i.e., applications executed on a mobile device) and environment (e.g., temporal information, location, network connection, etc.).

Storing contextual data is necessary for computation of lattice and association rules, as those are based on previously observed data. This data collection should, of course, respect privacy legislation, in particular in terms of explicit user agreement and anonymization. No assumption is made about the context elements we collect. Our approach considers, in a unified way, any context element. Potential interdependencies (or redundancies) among them will be identified during the analysis described in the following sections.

2) Data Formatting:

Collected raw data must be formatted in order to be processed by FCA. The input data is organized as a set of user activities (our objects) and a set of Boolean attributes, corresponding to observed values of context elements. During this phase, temporal data (i.e., timestamps) are transformed into time intervals, and location information (e.g., GPS coordinates) into geographical zones. At the end of this pre-treatment phase, each user activity can be associated to obtained values. Next step aims at extracting implicit relationships among contextual and activity data.

B. Extraction of Relationships among Data with FCA

As explained in Section II, FCA is a mathematical method that clusters data into concepts in lattices. We use FCA to organize contextual information into overlapping classes at different levels of granularity. Unlike other analysis methods, FCA can find a natural data structure, combining the user actions to the context elements observed during previous uses. This structure enables the connection of contextual data with user actions and allows building a knowledge base (e.g., actions 1 and 2 are always executed in a similar context, which may suggest some proximity between these actions). Besides, the obtained concept lattice translates the hierarchical relationships between formal concepts, and can be used for classification and prediction purposes.

1) Formal Context Specification:

This step consists in identifying the data elements that will become the objects and attributes in a formal context. Formal context corresponds to a table, similar to Table I, that combines the activities performed by a user (objects \( A_i \)) and the corresponding context elements (attributes \( C_j \)). Thus, \( (A_i, C_j) \) indicates if the activity \( A_i \) has been performed in the presence of the context element \( C_j \). For instance, activity \( A_2 \), in Table I, has been performed in contexts \( C_2 \) and \( C_3 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Objects</th>
<th>C1</th>
<th>C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2) Construction of Galois Lattices and sub-lattice:

The formal context specified above is used to build a Galois lattice, clustering user activities and observed context elements, as illustrated in Figure 2.

When the lattice is not too big, its graphical representation can be interpreted visually to identify relationships between objects and attributes. However, the lattice grows fast when the number of objects and attributes increases. It is thus necessary to divide it into sub-lattices, by dividing context elements into subsets and computing the corresponding sub-lattices.

The cross-interpretation of sub-lattices allows identifying semantic links between context elements. Each sub-lattice (focused on a given context element) brings knowledge about activities conducted in this context and about correlations with other context elements. This information is extremely useful to complete missing data due to problems during data capture.

However, the analysis based on FCA has some limitations. First, the choice made when splitting context elements into sub-lattices may hide some relationships, which become more difficult to see depending on the way attributes have been separated. The second limit is that causal links between context elements and user activities are not quantified in lattices concepts. In other words, when multiple context elements are observed for a given activity, the lattice does not tell whether a context element is more “important” than another. The extraction of association rules, conducted in the following step, answers this question and can be used to propose recommendations.

C. Association Rules Extraction for Recommendation

Since activities are often used together with other activities, those can be considered as context elements as well. Indeed, there is often a semantic link between consecutive activities. This link is particularly interesting for recommendation purposes and thus for to the extraction of association rules. We have, therefore, considered for this work that any activity conducted within an interval of 30 minutes before a given instant belongs to the user context at this instant. These results form an enriched formal context, which is used as input data for the identification of association rules.

Before extracting association rules, we define two variables used to filter input data. Indeed, activities and context elements that are too frequent may hide interesting association rules among less frequent ones.

- Activity frequency = n° of observations in which an activity appears / total n° of distinct values of (extended) context elements.

- Context element frequency = n° of observations in which this context element is associated to an activity / total n° of distinct observed activities.

We have used the well-known Apriori [24] algorithm for the construction of frequent itemsets and the extraction of association rules. This algorithm operates in two phases: it first identifies the frequent itemsets that have a minimal support, then analyzes them to determine association rules whose confidence index is superior to a given threshold.

We consider that association rules with sufficient confidence value can be used for recommendation purposes. A recommendation such as C1, C2  A4 A5  A6, then action A6 is recommended to him/her (as it is very likely that he/she will perform it). The recommendations based on association rules allow anticipating the next action of a given user based on previous usage.

We have applied our methodology to a case study, presented in the following section.

IV. CASE STUDY

In order to demonstrate our methodology, we applied it in a real data set, collected by a capture system on a user’s tablet. The capture system is an Android application running in the background, which observes at regular time intervals the applications used and their execution context, without interfering with them. We have experimented this capture system with a single user during 69 days. The collected data has been stored into a SQLite database. For this first experiment, we have decided to consider just one user in order to better evaluate with him the results obtained with FCA and association rules.

A. Data Collection and Formatting

1) Collection of Context Elements and User Activities:

The capture system collects information about: (i) applications launched by the user on her/his device (e.g., Facebook, Maps, Dropbox, etc.). We have identified 47 distinct applications of different categories (news, games, social networks, etc.); (ii) geographical locations visited by the user, which correspond to observed GPS coordinates; (iii) information on internal and external memory states of the device; (iv) networks to which the user has been connected over time. The capture system periodically observes these context elements, associating each observation to a timestamp. According to privacy legislation, the user involved in this experiment has been informed of the data collection process and has a full access to collected data, since these are locally stored in his personal device. The user also keeps full control of the collecting application, actively launching it.

2) Data Formatting

From the raw data collected in the previous phase, we have created the objects (corresponding to applications) and attributes (corresponding to observed context elements) needed to define formal contexts. These measured values cannot be taken into account as they are, since lattices require Boolean attributes. This is not a problem for network data, as for example the Network I attribute is set to 1 if the user is connected to that network and to 0 otherwise. The possible values of (internal and external) memories are 1GB, 2GB and 3GB. We create, therefore, 6 attributes (MemInt1, MemInt2, MemInt3, MemExt1, MemExt2, MemExt3).

In the following, we detail the processing of temporal and geographical data, which are more complex.

3) Temporal data processing

We have transformed the measured timestamps into 6 time intervals per day: morning (t_Morning: 6h-12h), noon (t_noon:12h-13h), afternoon (t_Afternoon: 13h-20h), evening (t_Evening: 20h-00h), night (t_Night: 00h-06h). These intervals can, of course, be different depending on users and on their behavior. Each time range corresponds to a Boolean attribute, associated to applications used on the device.
4) Geographical data processing

We have processed collected geographical data in order to map them to relevant zones. We have identified these zones using R software, instead of dividing the longitude and latitude data into regular rectangular zones that would not be meaningful. The strength of this approach is that the number of zones is not fixed in advance and these zones do not need to have the same surface. Figure 1 shows the locations observed in our experiment. We may notice that most locations belong to a zone, whereas others places are visited much less frequently by the user. The mapping between each point and applications used at this location is then achieved later according to the identified geographical zones.

We identify all points in the dataset, which belong to a dense zone. Points that are not associated to a dense zone are then studied, in order to see if new dense zones appear. At the end of this process, points that are not associated to any zone are considered as movement locations (on the path between two zones), corresponding to a new zone. We have finally labeled each zone (Location_1, Location_2, etc.).

B. Formal Concept Analysis

Several tools exist for building Galois lattices, such as Lattice Miner [25] and Conexp [26]. We have used Conexp with the formal context described in previous section and built the associated lattice, illustrated in Figure 2.

As explained in Section III, the direct interpretation of the whole lattice may be difficult. We have therefore divided the original formal context and built sub-lattices. We have built the 3 sub-lattices corresponding to attributes related to location, networks and time periods respectively. Figure 3 shows the sub-lattice built from location attributes. It contains concepts corresponding to groups of applications used in various locations. This sub-lattice is much more readable than the whole lattice of Figure 2 and can be interpreted visually.

In order to know the applications that are used in a given geographical zone (e.g., Location_2), we only have to find the corresponding concept in the formal context and identify the applications in its extent, as well as all inheriting applications (below that node). For instance, the applications used at the

Figure 1. Zoom on the use of the tablet in a city.

Figure 2. Global concept lattice (with all context elements).

Location_2 are ConnectBot, camera, Drive, E-mail, Calendar, Chrome, TouchWiz, etc. Applications that are common to two locations appear in a new node, which inherits from original nodes. The applications that have been used both at Location_2 and at Location_3 are Calendar, Chrome and TouchWiz. The lower a concept is in the lattice, the more specific it is, i.e., it contains more attributes in its intent. We proceed similarly to build the sub-lattice related to connection networks (Figure 4).

It should be noted that dysfunctions of the capture system may result in missing information. Some applications could thus not be associated to any context attribute. Therefore, they only appear in the upper bound of the lattice, which contains no attribute in its intent (cf. Figure 3 and Figure 4). For example, no location could be associated to the applications: Alarm,
Likewise, no access network has been captured for the calculator application.

We notice a strong relationship between Location_1 and Network_1 contexts, through the numerous intersections between these context attributes in terms of related applications (Maps, Gmail, Agenda, etc.), as shown on Figures 3 and 4. This relationship has been validated by the user, who confirmed that indeed Network_1 is physically located in Location_1. Intersections like this one allow recovering missing information, i.e., information that could not be captured. We can, for instance, infer the access networks associated to the calculator application (on the top of the lattice in Figure 4), since it is often used in Location_1, which can be associated with the Network_1 context.

C. Association Rules Extraction for Recommendation

During this step we have used an extended formal context as an input, in which we have considered recent applications as part of the user context, in addition to temporal, geographical and network connection attributes. We have also discarded very frequent applications, which do not bring relevant information, such as system applications. The frequency diagram of remaining applications is presented in Figure 5; applications with high frequencies are used in a significant proportion of contexts. This is the case for Chrome, with a frequency equal to 0.65.

Figure 6 shows the frequencies of context elements. When the frequency is high, the corresponding context element is frequently associated to applications. For example, Location_1 (which is the user’s home) has a frequency of 0.65, which means that many applications are used from there.

We have applied the Apriori algorithm [24] to the extended and filtered applications and context elements. Apriori first computes the set of frequent itemsets together with their support measure, such as:

\[ E_1 = \{E-mail, Gmail, Rai.Tv, 20minute-android, t_Evening, Network_1, Google+, E_1\},\ supp:11.62\% \]

\( E_1 \) is a frequent itemset (both context elements and applications) with a support equal to 11.62 %. \( E_1 \) is a set of context elements for the user.

We have obtained about a hundred frequent itemsets, such as the ones shown in Table II. We have only kept the itemsets with a support superior to 10% for the extraction of association rules. The choice of a low support value allows considering a large fraction of frequent itemsets (further filtering is made later, as explained in the following). Among all generated rules, user has rejected only a small set (about 23%), most of
them with lower confidence values. When considering confidence above 75%, rejection decreases to 18.5%, which represents a promising result for us.

### TABLE II. EXAMPLE OF FREQUENT ITEMSETS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FI id</th>
<th>Frequent itemset</th>
<th>Supp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EIF69</td>
<td>[t_Evening, Chrome, Facebook]</td>
<td>13.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIF95</td>
<td>[t_Evening, Network1, Maps, 9GAG]</td>
<td>11.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIF100</td>
<td>[Network1, LaStampa.it]</td>
<td>25.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIF101</td>
<td>[t_Evening, Localisation1, Network1, LaStampa.it]</td>
<td>20.93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIF106</td>
<td>[t_Evening, Network1, Gmail]</td>
<td>23.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIF112</td>
<td>[t_Evening, Network1, Chrome]</td>
<td>34.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIF117</td>
<td>[t_Night, Chrome]</td>
<td>37.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIF118</td>
<td>[Network1, Chrome]</td>
<td>46.51%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 6. Context elements frequency diagram.

TABLE III. EXAMPLES OF RECOMMENDATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendations (association rules)</th>
<th>Conf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1 [E-mail, Gmail, t_Evening, Network1] ⇒ [Google+]</td>
<td>83.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R43 [Network1] ⇒ [Google+]</td>
<td>13.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R57 [E-mail, t_Evening, Network1] ⇒ [Google+]</td>
<td>83.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R71 [t_Night, Localisation1, Chrome] ⇒ [Facebook]</td>
<td>35.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R82 [Network4] ⇒ [Facebook]</td>
<td>83.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R86 [t_Evening, Network4, Chrome] ⇒ [Samsung Apps]</td>
<td>83.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R95 [t_Evening, Network1, Maps] ⇒ [9GAG]</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R101 [t_Evening, Localisation1, Network1] ⇒ [LaStampa.it]</td>
<td>45.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R109 [t_Evening, Localisation1] ⇒ [Gmail]</td>
<td>40.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R123 [t_Afternoon, Localisation1] ⇒ [Chrome]</td>
<td>61.11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From these itemsets, we have extracted all association rules. Then, we have eliminated (filtered) all rules whose conclusion is a context element, as our goal is to recommend applications. We have also filtered all the rules that contain incompatible contexts in their premise, e.g., with two different locations at the same time, e.g., [t_Afternoon, t_Evening, Network1] ⇒ [Chrome]. This rule will never be used as the user will never be simultaneously in the afternoon and in the evening. Table III shows a sample of recommendations for our case study (with different confidence values).

We have obtained in total 144 recommendations, 38 of which rely on association rules with a confidence equal to 1: these recommendations correspond indeed to the behavior identified by the user himself. Moreover, 103 recommendations have a confidence greater or equal to 50%.

### V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In the approach presented in this paper, we have used FCA for the management of context and association rules for making recommendations. We have described existing context management approaches and shown their limitations. We have presented our methodology for context management, based on the analysis of formal contexts, the construction of Galois lattices and the extraction of association rules, in order to study the relationships between user actions and contextual information and to be able to give recommendations to users. We have described FCA in mathematical terms for explaining our method and the different underlying notions. Based on this theory, we have proposed a methodology for context analysis consisting of 3 steps. A data filtering and formatting are performed first in order to extract a formal context and thereafter build a lattice. The itemsets of this lattice are then interpreted with association rules to make appropriate recommendations and facilitate decision making. However, if the global lattice is too large, a decomposition into sub-lattices allows performing a visual analysis and making both an individual interpretation of each sub-lattice and a cross interpretation.

We have applied our methodology to a case study based on real data: we have used the data obtained by a capture system installed on the tablet of a user. The results have provided important information on the context of application usage, as well as relations between the different context elements. We have thus deduced information about the applications on all dimensions (contexts). We could also make appropriate recommendations with association rules. We could also complete the missing data due to occasional dysfunctions of the capture system.

The approach and solution proposed in this article open many perspectives for future work. The first one consists in devising mechanisms to automate cross-interpretations and associated recommendations. We will apply them to the concepts generated by the Galois lattice and all links between
these concepts, so as to automatically deduce an interpretation and recommendations with association rules.

We have used so far a limited number of context elements (geographical location, time, network connection and device memory). In the future, we will study the relevance of the other types of context elements to extend our approach. The same applies to users. Indeed, we are currently extending our case study to several users with different profiles (age, professional activity, etc.). We will also extend our experiment to include both automatic and non-automatic data collection, in order to identify other context elements that could be observed.

As future work, we will try to build the relations between actions and contexts themselves, and the relations between users’ profiles. Thereby we seek to model a user profile (age, sex, student/employee, needs), according to available information, used applications, and moments, and then add information about the applications according to the different categories (Games, News, Entertainment, Economics, Education, Finance, Books, Weather, Sports, Travel), then “...


